1. We consider the Dirichlet series 00 (1) f(s) = 22 <>neXn' (s = a + it, Xo = 0, X» < X"+i -» oo)
f(s) = 22 <>neXn' (s = a + it, Xo = 0, X» < X"+i -» oo)
which we assume to be absolutely convergent for all 5. We define the maximum modulus over a vertical line as The function log M(a) is divergent to + °o for a-»+co [l, p. 77] and convex [2, p. 240] . By analogy with the case of Taylor series, [3, pp. 37-38] and making use of the absolute convergence of (1), it is an easy matter to show that the same properties hold for m(a), and that n(o) is a step function divergent to + °° for <r->+ <», continuous from the right for all a, having only a finite number of discontinuities in every infinite interval of the form (-°°, b), and related to m(a) by the formula, valid for all <r and a', (2) log m(<r) = \ogm(c') + I X"(l)dx.
It is also known [4, p. 170, Theorem IX] that
If we denote by n0 the index of the first a" which is not zero and by \<Ti} (i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) the monotonie increasing sequence of discontinuities of n(a) (taking cro= -°° for the sake of completeness) then 2. Since the assumption that the series (1) is absolutely convergent for all s implies log | an | /X"-> -oo , it is possible to construct a Newton-Hadamard polygon for the sequence of points Pn with coordinates \=X", y=-log |an| in a cartesian plane (X, y). The sequence of vertices of such polygon corresponds to the sequence of indices «¿ and has the property that the slope of the side Pni^Pni is equal to o-;. The proofs of these facts are entirely similar to the ones in the case of where the An are defined in the following way: An = 0 for n<n0, An = a, a being any arbitrary real constant, and An = ^4ni_1exp[-(Xn-X"i_1) (ri] for n^iKn^ni.
Since the sequence { -\og{A"/A"-i)/Çkn-Xn-i)} is obviously monotonie and divergent, it follows that the sequence of points Qn of the plane (X, y) having coordinates X = Xn, y = -log An defines a Newton-Hadamard polygon whose vertices are Qni and whose sides contain all the points Qn. This implies that the m{a) function corresponding to the series (6) is given by w(o-)=^4niexp(Xni<r) for ir¡á(f<o-i+i. Finally, we can prove that (6) is absolutely convergent for all <r in the following way: For every given s = o+it we can select three numbers yu y2, K such that 0<7i<72<7^ °° and K><r + {l/yi). Then by (5) we have that from some n on, X">7s logra. Also, since er* î ce, it follows that log^4" < -KX" for all n large enough. Therefore, there exists some integer N such that 00 CO 00 00
Y" I A ex"* I < y"*e<<,--K>x" <yj ¿-u/Ti)*» < YJ e-tTí/T!) i°¡s « "=2V n~W n~lf n-N oo = y^ n~<-~,2ly,) < oo. Consequently, the series (6) defines an entire function F(s) and if the sequences {ni}, {<r,|, JX"} are the ones corresponding to the series (1), and we take a = | a"0|, then both series (1) and (6) Proof.
For every a, we define the integer k by the equality nk = n((T + ô(<T)), and for every index m>nkVfe define the integer p by np^m>np-i.
It follows that (T-f-S(o-) <ak+i and k<p and therefore, since (8) implies (5) By division of (11) or (12) by log m(a) or by log M(a), and using (9) or (10), respectively, we obtain log M(<r)/log m(a) ^ o(cr) + 1 or
